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Meet Ophelia and Her Joeys
The little opossum’s pouch held a
big surprise

E

arlier this year, SWR became involved in a very
special rescue when an injured opossum was
dropped off by a Good Samaritan at Camino
Animal Hospital. Though suffering from two broken
legs, the female was in remarkably good condition with
no apparent nerve damage and youth on her side. So
it was decided that she’d be a candidate for having her
legs pinned so that she could be rehabbed and released.
In preparing for the operation, the staff was
surprised to see that the young opossum’s pouch
contained several jelly-bean-sized babies, called “joeys.”
Following the successful surgery, the young
opossum, now dubbed “Ophelia,” came under the care
of SWR’s Jill Tripoli, who also serves as SWR’s Director
of Animal Care. Over the next few weeks, the little
“possie” required multiple follow-up visits and a second
surgery to remove the pins. Also, her rehabbers were
thrilled to observe that her pouch had relaxed enough

Ophelia shows off her stitches following surgery

The four joeys grew up quickly

to see that four of her joeys were clearly thriving and
attached to her nipples.
Ophelia and her joeys continued to make progress
and she turned out to be an excellent mother, nursing
her little ones for longer than really necessary. Even after
weaning, Ophelia remained very attached to her brood.
As the joeys grew, they soon started exploring their
outdoor enclosure on their own, but always under the
watchful eye of their mother.
With the once-jelly-bean-sized joeys weighing over
a pound and half each and Ophelia fully recovered,
the whole family was released to the wild in late April,
bringing a successful and happy closing to Ophelia’s
rehabbing story.
SWR is thankful to Camino Animal Hospital
veterinarians and staff who share its commitment
to preserving our wildlife. SWR is also grateful to the
community, whose generous donations gave Ophelia
and her joeys a “second chance” to thrive in the wild.
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ierra Wildlife Rescue is confronting the challenge
of continuing with our mission of preserving El
Dorado County’s wildlife through rehabilitating
and releasing injured and orphaned wildlife during
unprecedented times. Times are different, and we have
to do things differently.
Because of concern for the health of our supporters, SWR canceled its major annual fundraiser, the
Toast to Wildlife, and is exploring other avenues to
raise the funds necessary to support our efforts on
behalf of our native wildlife.
Additionally, as you will note in the BBN article
below, we have rethought how we will provide care for

wildlife and have developed safety protocols for both
our BBN and similar protocols covering the handover
of injured and orphaned mammals from the public to
our volunteers. So SWR’s good work will continue and
as always, our work would be impossible without the
goodwill and generosity of our donors, volunteers and
community.
Thank you to all. 		
— Michael Damer
Want to contribute to the care of El Dorado County wildlife? Go to www.sierrawildliferescue.org and click on the
“Donate” tab. Another way you can help is through the
Amazon Smile program:					

Many people are using Amazon more than ever these days. If you use the Amazon
Smile program, 0.5% of the purchase price of eligible purchases will be donated to
your charity of choice…think Sierra Wildlife Rescue. To set up Amazon Smile:
1. Go to smile.amazon.com and login with your existing Amazon account, username and password.
2. Type Sierra Wildlife Rescue in the “pick your own charitable organization” box and click “search.”
3. Select Sierra Wldlife Rescue and follow the prompts to complete the process.

Baby Bird Nursery in the Time of Covid-19

L

ast year, Sierra Wildlife Rescue’s Baby Bird
Nursery cared for over 400 orphaned and injured
songbirds. This year, we anticipate doing the
same. However, because of SWR’s concern for the
safety and welfare of the BBN volunteers and staff,
several new protocols are being adopted:
• Specifically, volunteers will check their temperature
before starting their shifts and will be provided masks
and other personal protective equipment as needed.
• Additionally, members of the public bringing birds
to the facility will communicate with staff by a walkie-talkie unit located outside the front door and only
volunteers and staff will be entering the BBN.
• Also, volunteers will be assigned specific areas
in the BBN and items used to feed birds will be
changed out at the beginning of each shift.
All of theses steps are designed to provide a
safe work environment and to ensure we can care
for the birds as well.
• Lastly, because of
the difficulty
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obtaining some paper products, the BBN anticipates
being in short supply of paper tissues such as Kleenex
so if you have some to spare, please bring them by.

The BBN, which operates 12 hours a day, seven
days a week, is scheduled to open in early May
and volunteers are still needed. If you want more
information about volunteering, please call
Michael Damer at
530-334-3394.
The BBN is located at
777 Pleasant Valley
Rd., Diamond
Springs.

Flight Cage Campaign Surpasses Goal
SWR’s new raptor flight cage is a
dream come true

F

or years, one of Sierra Wildlife Rescue’s goals
has been construction and placement of a
50-foot-long flight cage for rehabbing raptors,
including hawks, falcons and owls. The flight cage
would allow raptors—birds of prey—ample space to
condition their muscles, perfect their hunting ability
with live prey and demonstrate natural survivor
behaviors—all critical skills necessary to be
successfully released to the wild.
The raptor flight cage project was
daunting, not only because of the cost—
$25,000—but also finding a suitable, longterm location.
Fortunately, two SWR board members,
Denise Pané and Kristi Schroeder, teamed
up with The Latrobe Fund and a very
generous community to make this dream a
possibility.
Through Denise’s business and community
contacts, she connected up with The Latrobe Fund and
pitched it the idea of a flight cage. The Latrobe Fund, a
private El Dorado County organization, liked the idea,
and offered SWR a challenge hard to resist, namely
the fund would match $1.50 for each dollar raised by
SWR supporters, up to $15,000.
With that challenge in hand, SWR launched its
10-in-4 campaign, raising more than $10,000 in

Raptor flight cage under construction

four weeks last October. “The response from
SWR supporters and the general public was
overwhelming and most gratifying, resulting in
successfully raising over $10,000 in less that a
month,” noted SWR Board President Michael
Damer. “The Labrobe Fund and a generous
community made this long-held dream a reality.”
And as to a suitable, long-term location, that’s
where SWR board member and Director of Avian Care
Kristi Schroeder stepped into the picture. Over the
next few months, the new flight cage is going up on
her property and by early summer, the SWR raptor
cage will be up and running…or should we say, up
and flying.

Remembering Nan Powers

I

t is with much sadness that Sierra Wildlife
Rescue learned that one of its treasured
volunteers, Nan Powers, died in late April.
Over the years, SWR has benefited from
the efforts and dedication of many volunteers,
but few could match the commitment and passion of Nan. For many years, Nan was editor
of the SWR newsletter, the Paw Print. Through
her leadership and editorial skills it became a
signature community outreach vehicle for SWR, telling
exciting and heartwarming stories of SWR’s efforts to
rescue, rehabilitate and release to the wild injured and
orphaned local wildlife.
Nan was also a fervent rehabber and team leader for

the squirrel and skunk teams. Countless squirrels and skunks were given a second chance
because of her loving and effective rehabbing
skills. Also, Nan served as SWR’s Publicity and
Public Relations Chairperson, making sure the
SWR story was shared far and wide.
Nan had recently made the difficult decision
to relinquish the editorship task of the Paw
Print she loved so much and did so well. If you
would like to build on Nan’s legacy and help SWR tell
its story, we will be looking for contributors of photos,
stories and ideas. Please contact Michael Damer at
530-334-3394 or email mjdamer@gmail.com.
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SWR Goes Solar

(And Other Good Things!)

S

everal recent key improvements at Sierra Wildlife
Rescue’s Center in Diamond Springs will help our
organization long into the future.
Fully securing the SWR Center garage has been a
priority since obtaining the building in 2017. The original garage door—a decades’ old, loose-fitting, do-ityourself RV garage door—provided minimal protection
against weather and rodents. Thanks to the generosity
of California Overhead Door of Diamond Springs,
which donated and installed a new overhead door, as
well as several volunteers handy with hammer and saw,
the garage is now people-, weather- and rodent-proof.
Another major project was the installation of a
solar panel system for providing SWR’s electricity
needs. But before installing the panels, a new roof was
required and thanks to the help of Verdugo Roofing of
Georgetown that was accomplished at great savings to
SWR. Partially funded by a grant from the Glide Foundation and a very generous “community service” bid by
The Solar Hut of Placerville, a 5.6 kWh system, sized to
meet SWR’s annual electricity needs, was installed in
January.

The SWR Center consumes a great deal of electricity during the summer months for the Baby Bird Nursery but sparingly during the other eight months of the
year. And since solar power systems generate electricity and accumulate “credits” throughout the year when
electricity generated is greater than consumption, the
system will pay for itself in about four years, meaning
SWR will be effectively free from an electricity bills.
So let the sun shine….Sierra Wildlife Rescue’s future is
getting brighter and brighter!

So You Found a…

Diamond Springs, is open to the public for drop-off of
injured/ill/orphaned BIRDS ONLY from May through
August, 8am until 6pm. (If a bird needs help earlier than
8am or later than 6pm, call the number below to reach

I

f you find an animal you think needs help, please call
the hotline number below for instructions before
picking it up. If safe to do so, using light work gloves,
place the animal in a well-ventilated cardboard box or
pet carrier with several soft cloths, like baby blankets or
T-shirts, under and over it. Do not give it food or water.
If the animal needs to be transported, keep it in a
well-ventilated cardboard box with a lid or in a closed
paper bag (if a bird or reptile) and in a warm, dark and
quiet place until you can get it to a SWR volunteer.
SWR’s Wildlife Center at 777 Pleasant Valley Rd.,

SWR volunteer Bob Bradshaw works on new garage door

an SWR rehabber for animal care and info 365 days a
year.) Please do not drop off a bird or a donation unless
someone is there.
Visit our website at www.sierrawildliferescue.org
for more information and consider volunteering if you
would like to be trained as a wildlife rehabilitator!

CALL 530-621-4661 for info 24hrs/day l www.sierrawildliferescue.org
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Gray Fox
Backyard Field Guide, formerly Birds in Your Backyard,
will highlight birds as well as other wild animals we see
in our backyards, property and around our county. Each
year hundreds of wild animals, such as gray foxes, are
cared for by Sierra Wildlife Rescue’s rehabbers, fulfilling
our mission of rehabilitating and releasing orphaned and
injured wildlife to their wild native habitat.

T

hese elusive small mammals are primarily
nocturnal, so they come and go throughout El
Dorado County and are not often seen…but
they are there. Members of the dog family, gray foxes
are unique in that they can agilely climb up and down
trees—head or tail first.
Size: Male and female gray foxes weigh between 8 and
15 pounds and are 30 to 44 inches long. Similar to a
small dog, but with a much bushier tail that is pointed
straight out, gray foxes are mostly gray but have some
patches of reddish brown as well. Some white areas and
a black tip on the tail are distinguishing features. One
way to distinguish a gray fox from a red fox is that the
latter has a white-tipped tail as opposed to the black tip
on a gray fox.
Habitat: Gray foxes are found from Canada to South
America and most commonly live in deciduous forests
or areas with thick brush or swamps.
Diet: The diet of a gray fox will vary depending on
where it lives. An omnivore, the gray fox will eat small
animals, such as rabbits and mice, as well birds and
insects. Fruits and vegetables are common in its diet
as well.
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Interesting Facts
Gray foxes have strong, non-retractable claws that allow
them to easily climb any type of tree. They will climb
trees to escape predators and prey on other animals as
well. Sometimes gray foxes are spotted in a tree, napping in a sunny spot. Also, gray foxes are very capable
swimmers.
LS COUPER DVM PHOTOGRAPHY

Breeding: The peak period for breeding is in early
March, but lasts from January through May and the
litter size can range from one to seven pups, but three
or four is most common. Gestation is 51–63 days and
pups stay with their parents in aboveground dens, such
as in rock formations or even under barns or garages. At
about 3 months of age, pups will be learning to hunt on
their own. Gray foxes live, on average, 6 to 10 years.
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BO O K REVIEW

A Handful of Happiness
Ninna, the tiny hedgehog with a big heart
By Massimo Vacchetta with Antonella Tomaselli
©2018 Penguin Random House LLC, 181 pages

How a prickly creature softened
a prickly heart
Book review by Julie Olson

I

n life, it’s sometimes the smallest
things that bring about the biggest changes. So it is for Massimo
Vacchetta, a veterinarian in Italy whose
whole life is altered when a tiny orphaned hedgehog, only a few days old,
is placed in his care.
Not even Massimo’s 20 years in
practice have prepared him for the
emotional impact of the hoglet’s weak
cries from hunger and fear. “I felt
infinite sorrow for that little animal,” he
recounts. “…I was accustomed to animals in pain. I had built a shield around
myself that allowed me a certain detachment. That
shield shattered at the sight of that creature.”
Of course, it takes more than compassion to keep
a fragile little newborn alive. Massimo has been given
only minimal instructions, but thanks to the Internet, he
quickly finds a hedgehog expert whose ongoing advice
proves invaluable. After a few weeks of round-the-clock
feedings of specially ordered formula, given one painstaking drop at a time, the hoglet begins to grow and
thrive. Massimo names her Ninna.
The first half of the book is mainly about Ninna and
all the trials and errors Massimo experiences as her
surrogate parent. Along the way, like Massimo I became
increasingly fond of an animal species I had previously known little about (not surprising in my case since
hedgehogs are not native to the Americas). Ninna’s
many antics are endearing, and her emotional attachment
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to Massimo is quite apparent. When allowed to roam
freely around the house, she would usually come scurrying
to him when he called her name.
In time, however, Massimo begins
to realize that for him, rescuing just one
hedgehog is not enough. As he explains
to his cousin Francesco, “Ninna has
heightened my desire to help the smallest, the most forgotten…every creature,
even the tiniest, is precious.” He decides
to establish, as he puts it, “a center to
help hedgehogs in trouble.”
Such is Massimo’s dedication
that, after obtaining all the necessary
permits, he converts part of his own
house into La Ninna Hedgehog Rescue
Center. As he begins this new venture,
he faces the same challenges that are
familiar to wildlife rescue organizations
everywhere: recruiting volunteers and
raising funds, finding suitable locations to return healthy
animals to the wild, and finding homes for permanently
disabled animals. But for Massimo, the hardest part is
saying goodbye to each and every hedgehog when it is
time to set it free—a decision he struggles with when it
comes to his precious Ninna.
This charming and deeply personal story is not just
about hedgehogs, but about one man’s transformation
as he labors to help them. Massimo’s reverence for nature, his work ethic, and his courage to turn his dreams
into reality are inspiring. But this book is also a pure joy
to read. There are 16 pages of color photos showing
many of the “hedgies” who passed through Massimo’s
hands, from pink and hairless newborns to bright-eyed
adults. And, of course, there are two pictures of Ninna,
the little hedgehog who started it all.

Saying Goodbye to an Old Friend
Zag was an important part of our Education Team for more than 17 years

T

his March Sierra Wildlife Rescue lost an old friend, when Zag, a Harris Hawk that had been a integral
part of SWR’s Education Team for more than 17 years, died. Zag suffered severe injuries in early 2003
when he was mauled by a dog. He was treated for several
months and underwent numerous surgeries, including an amputation of a wing. He was finally transferred to SWR’s Marty Owen
for rehabbing later that year. After full recovery, Zag was added to
SWR’s Education Team and over the years thrilled and educated
thousands of people. Each
year, SWR’s Education
Team, which currently has
four permitted birds under
its care, gives approximately 40 presentations
to the public.
For more information on
SWR’s Education Team
and to schedule a presentation, call Marty Owen
at 530-626-6518.
Marty and Zag

Help the Environment and
Our Local Wildlife

P

urchase a locally made cloth tote from Sierra Wildlife Rescue for only $25!
They’re available at our Wildlife Center at 777 Pleasant Valley Rd., Diamond
Springs. New patterns and designs are available each month. All proceeds benefit
SWR’s many wildlife-saving projects. For information, contact Michael Damer at
530-334-3394 or mjdamer@gmail.com.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
President: Michael Damer l Vice President: Pamela Watson
Treasurer: Bo Thompson
Members at Large: Laurin Peterlin l Gail Crawford
Denise Pané l Joan Winton l Kristi Schroeder
Lisa Seto l Debbie Buckles l Traci Moody
Vivian Kane l Shauna Lea Sullivan
SWR BOARD MEETINGS
Held the third Tuesday of the month at 6pm (7pm May–
Aug.), at the SWR Wildlife Center, 777 Pleasant Valley Rd.,
Diamond Springs.

OUR MISSION STATEMENT
The purpose of Sierra Wildlife Rescue is the
preservation of El Dorado County’s wildlife, which we
work to achieve in two ways: First, we rehabilitate and
release injured and orphaned wild animals. Second,
we educate the public about living with wildlife and
respecting its habitat. Each of these is important to the
long-term health and well-being of our area’s wildlife.
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Come Join Us!
C

ome enjoy the wonderful fellowship among people who share your
concerns about wildlife and the environment! Sierra Wildlife Rescue
always needs new home rehabbers for all species. If you would like to
learn more about home rehabbing, would like to feed baby birds at our
Wildlife Center in the summer, or would be available for transporting
animals from rescuers to rehabbers, please call us at 530-621-2650, or
check out our website, www.sierrawildliferescue.org.
SWR provides training, licensing, and most supplies. As a home rehabber,
you will attend training classes, join a team and work with an experienced
mentor for awhile; someone will always be available to advise and assist
you. No prior experience is necessary—all you need is a concern for wild
animals and the willingness to learn.
Rehabbing and returning wild creatures to their natural environment is
more exciting and fulfilling than you can imagine!
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